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Participants
Richard/Paul - 100 Series TD Cruiser (Trip Leader)
Steve, Angie, Jaq, Ben & Emma - 105 Series Cruiser & Camprite Camper
Chris & Carol - Toyota Prado & Goldstream Storm RV Camper
John - Toyota Prado TD
Ross - Mitsubishi Pajero DiD & Lightweight Camper
Craig, Nathan & Kelly - 80 Series Cruiser (Kimberly section only)

Prologue
Following the successful Triple Diamond club trip to Cape York in 2006 the
idea of a trip to the Kimberly in winter of 2008 was floated. There was
enough interest to start some initial planning. Expressions of interest were
called in 2007and five participants flagged their participation with a new
member joining the group in 2008.
A number of planning meetings were held
through the early months of 2008
leading up to the trip and these were
hosted by various participants. An
itinerary was prepared and agreed which
was amended from time to time until
finalized. This resulted in a proposed trip
to last for two months and covering some
16,000KM. Accommodation bookings were
made in the second quarter of 2008 for
those locations which would be particularly busy at the time of year we were
traveling.
Vehicles and campers were prepared and spares and provisions obtained
including pre-packed meat consisting of individual meals and around 20
roasts for communal meals. Everything was finally in place for this two
month trip with some leaving things until the last minute.
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The Trip
Wed 25th June – Sydney to Nyngan
Arriving early at Paul’s place and after loading some last minute items
including some meat which hadn’t already been loaded into other vehicles we
were away.
After clearing the Sydney peak hour traffic, Bells Line of Road was a
welcome relief. Passing through Lithgow we headed for Bathurst where we
had morning tea and then headed for Orange. We had arranged to meet
John at Lucknow, where he had stopped to visit an old mate, and Steve at
Orange where he was having a few last minute mechanical repairs done.
Heading for Parkes we stopped off at
‘The Dish’ for a photo opportunity and
then headed for Nyngan arriving after
dark and setting up camp. Ross and
Chris had arrived earlier and were
already
enjoying
a
couple
of
refreshments. The Riverside Caravan
Park now has a number of decent sized
cabins which were mostly occupied by
permanents in the mining industry. Following dinner and a few refreshments
to settle us down for the first night we retired.
Thursday 26th June – Nyngan to White Cliffs
Departing at a reasonable hour we headed for White Cliffs having morning
tea at Cobar and lunch on the road. We had booked sites at the White
Cliffs Caravan Park earlier in the day and arrived late afternoon and setting
up camp prior to adjourning to the hotel for a couple of refreshments
before heading back to camp for dinner. John kindly broached a couple of
bottles of port he had acquired to make up for us not having a fire.
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Friday 27th June – White Cliffs to Mymong Station
We had planned on a tour of Jocks place in the morning and a stint straight
to Tibooburra however after calling into the National Parks office it was
suggested a detour via Perry's Lake which was full for the first time since
2000 would be well worth the extra time. This added a substantial amount of
time and distance to our original
plan.
Jocks place is well worth the visit as
he is an old opal miner who lives in an
old opal mine. He has all manner of
old wares in his dugout that would
be worth a small fortune in second
hand stores in the city.

After leaving White Cliffs and
detouring via Perry’s Lake we took a
short cut from the Wanarring Road
across a number of private
properties and this found us close to
Mymong
station
on
sundown.
Permission was obtained to camp on
this property which runs goats and
what a great bush camp it turned
out to be.
We decided a communal roast leg of lamb was in order for dinner together
with veggies supplied by each vehicle. The roast and veggies were cooked by
Paul in two camp ovens whilst we had a few refreshments. Following dinner
the owners of the property joined us for a chinwag and some more
refreshments.
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Saturday 28th June - Mymong Station to Innaminka
We broke camp a little late for this leg which was now
longer than we had originally planned. Heading for
Tibooburra we had a bite to eat and continued on to
Cameron’s Corner where we had another stop for some
food. Heading for Innaminka across the rolling sand
dunes we arrived well after sunset and had dinner at
the pub before heading for the town common to set
up camp. We had a few quick refreshments and
collapsed into our sleeping bags after the long day.

Sunday 29th June – Innaminka
After arising to another great day, yabby traps were set whilst we relaxed
and gathered firewood for another communal roast in the evening. Checking
the yabby traps at lunch time we found we had a good haul and reset the
traps.
An afternoon trip to the weir
revealed about 6” of water flowing
over it and we then headed for
Bourke’s grave and the Cullyamurra
Waterhole. Arriving back at camp
we checked the traps and found we
had a few more yabbies making 22
in total for a nice entrée for the
roast. The fire was started to
ensure a good bed of coals for the roast and we all pitched in again with
vegetables.

Monday 30th June - Innaminka to Birdsville
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John required some welding work done on the bracket holding his sub tank in
place as it had fractured, so we got away a little late again. We headed north
and stopped off at the Dig Tree for morning tea.
Deciding to chance Cordillo Downs Road it turned out not a bad as we
expected.

The bad sections had been graded however it was still a slow trip. Steve
managed to break his exhaust system on an unmarked dip and had to adjust
it every now and again. We were surprised to see a tourist coach heading for
the Cordillo Downs woolshed on the long way around to Innaminka.
Arriving late in Birdsville we set up camp in the caravan park with most
having an early night.
Tuesday 1st July – Birdsville to Dimantina NP
Away at a reasonable hour after stocking up at the service station we had
lunch at Bedourie and collected some firewood before entering Diamantina
National Park. Steve managed to hit an emu on the way which tried to run
between the rear of his vehicle and the front of the camper. The camper
was only slightly damaged but not enough to stop us continuing. The same
could not be said of the emu which was put out of its misery. Steve was able
to panel beating the damage that evening.
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Arriving close to dusk we found a campsite on the waterhole near Mount
Hunter.

Wednesday 2nd July – Diamantina NP
Another fine day greeted us and Steve headed off to Mt Isa for a new
exhaust system while the rest of us lazed around camp in the morning. Yabby
traps were set and we admired the abundant birdlife including a flock of
royal spoonbills on the waterhole. We headed to a lookout on the opposite
side to Mt Hunter late morning to admire the view in this desolate location.
After lunch as few of us stayed in camp whilst the others headed off for
some fishing. Our neighbor’s son had caught five fine yellow belly on prawns
the previous day but the others in our group had no luck on lures.
Thursday 3rd July – Diamantina NP to Mt Isa
The run to Mt Isa was easy
after hitting the blacktop. We
stopped at Boulia for an early
lunch and topped up water and
Dajarra for afternoon tea
arriving at Mt Isa on dusk.
Camp was hastily set up at the
Argyla Caravan Park where
Steve had booked us in when
he arrived the previous day.
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Steve had his exhaust repaired that afternoon and was installing a new fan
after he found the thermo electric fan was not up to the job. I found diff
oil sprayed all around the rear diff and searched for the source unable to
find the leak in the dark. Steve suspected the breather was blocked and we
left it till light for a closer look.
Friday 4th July – Mt Isa to Adel’s Grove
Arising early I found the rear breather pipe nipple had been unscrewed from
the axle housing at some stage and the hole was clogged with dirt forcing
pressure to build and blow out the pinion seal. A phone call to the mechanic
Steve used had the vehicle on the way to a workshop used by the mines and
the work was done in an hour.
Late morning and an early lunch
found us setting off after lunch
for Adel’s Grove via Ravensleigh
fossil fields. After looking
around the fossil site we arrived
on dusk at our pre booked camp
sites.

Sat 5th July – Adel’s Grove
After a relaxed morning we headed off for Lawn Hill National Park to check
out the gorges. Arriving at this lush oasis in a very dry environment is like
arriving in paradise.
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Some of us took a stroll down to the
Cascades whilst others hired canoes
for a lea surly paddle up the Gorge.
A strenuous stroll to a lookout and
then the steep descent down to
Indara Falls had us well prepared
for a well earned dip in the cooling
waters of the gorge.

Heading back to camp we enjoyed a couple of beers in the tavern at the
Adel’s Grove complex prior to starting the fire for the communal roast. A
nice piece of beef had been thawed and was dispatched to the camp oven
together with a plethora of vegetables loaded into another camp oven. The
meal was enjoyed by all and we adjourned to the camp fire.
Sunday 6th July – Lawn Hill Grove to Borroloola
After a couple of minor mechanical issues were resolved, changing flat tires
etc. we were away late on this leg to Borroloola via Domadgee and Hell’s
Gate. Taking the short cut through
Lawn Hill station we meandered
through many closed gates until we
came out near Domagee where we
had lunch on the picturesque
Nicholson River. Moving on Steve
who had a slow leak in a tire had to
stop every so often to inflate it.

We arrived at Borroloola on dusk booking into the Borroloola caravan park.
Originally we had planned to head to King Ash Bay however it was a further
40km and we were bushed. The local Kooris were holding a festival at the
community centre across the road which luckily quietened down at a
reasonable hour.
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Monday 7th July – Borroloola to Daly Waters
Away early we decided to stay on the blacktop rather than travel via Roper
Bar as we had been told the corrugations were pretty bad and we wanted to
give the campers a break. Stopping for morning tea at Cape Crawford we
looked around the Heartbreak Hotel.
An easy run into Daly Waters found us arriving early afternoon and we set

up camp in the camping area at the back of the pub. It was pretty crowded
so we were glad we arrived early.
We booked for dinner at the pub
with most of us selecting beef and
barra. A delicious meal followed by a
bit of a show put on by a traveling
showman entertained us for the
evening.
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Tuesday 8th July – Daly Waters to Katherine
We were away at a reasonable hour and arrived in Katherine early afternoon.
After booking a two gorges
tour at the information centre
we headed off to Springdale
Homestead and set up camp.
Chris set some yabby traps in
the Katherine River which ran
along
side
the
property.
Another communal roast was
prepared and we enjoyed it
around the campfire washed
down with a few refreshments.
Wednesday 9th July - Katherine
Paul and I headed off for morning tea with Sahra and Ryan (The daughter of
TMum from the Overlander Forum) and had a pleasant chat over a cup of
tea. We then headed to the
hot springs for a gander
followed by lunch at the gorge
before the tour. The two
gorges we did were
magnificent with a short walk
between the two to change
boats. Dinner was a communal
casserole which went down
nicely.
Thursday 10th July – Katherine to Litchfield NP
Away again at a reasonable hour for what we thought would be a quick run to
Litchfield National Park. Stopping in at Douglas Hot Springs for lunch we had
a relaxing dip in the tepid water of the springs followed by cooling off in the
river.
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Entering Litchfield NP from the bottom
4WD entrance we traveled slowly
through very picturesque scenery and
easy creek crossings until we hit some
very soft sand where one of the
vehicles towing a trailer became
bogged.

After some winch work and a snatch from a vehicle traveling in the opposite
direction and providing some assistance to a stalled vehicle in another party
we were on our way in fast fading light. The termite mounds on each side of
the road looked like tombstones and small owls darted about hunting the
numerous frogs hopping across the road.
We arrived at a fairly deep and long water crossing managing to negotiate it
without any dramas so we though and found the exit in the dark arriving at
the campsite well after nightfall. After setting up camp and cooking dinner
we retired for the night.
Friday 11th July – Litchfield NP
Steve awoke to the sight of green water leaking from under the car and a
closer inspection revealed two broken fan blades one of which had punctured
the radiator. The morning was spent on repairs, removing the radiator and
trying to unsuccessfully solder the holes. Five minute araldite proved more
successful and stood up to some testing before Steve was comfortable with
it. He also cut off the two opposite fan blades to the broken ones to balance
the fan.
Chris headed to Darwin to look for a roof ventilator for his camper. It had
fallen off somewhere along the route. He also planned to order Steve a new
fan blade and radiator.
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After lunch the rest off us took a
leisurely walk to Tjayama Falls.
After the hot but enjoyable walk
along a sandy flowing stream we
arrived at the falls. They are so
picturesque they could have come
from a movie set. Two tiers of
falls about 50m high cascaded
down into a large circular plunge
pool. Clear cool aquamarine water about 50’ deep with birdlife in abundance
including a pair of rainbow bee eaters. We spent an hour or so having a
refreshing swim before it was time to head back to camp.
On arrival back at camp we found that there was no water to the amenities
block and an inspection revealed the water tank was dry. Steve located the
bore head and determined that the submersible pump wasn’t working as the
solar panels were not providing enough power. We were unsuccessful in
contacting the ranger via the communication point so couldn’t do anything
further. Following dinner and some refreshments we retired for the night.
Saturday 12th July – Litchfield NP to Darwin
Packing up camp at a reasonable hour we were underway and soon arrived at
a creek crossing which was around 700mm deep. We all traversed it
successfully however Steve found he only had one fan blade left. I took over
the job of towing Steve’s camper and we made post haste for Darwin with
Steve nursing his vehicle. He kept up the speed to keep the air flowing
through the radiator and the temperature under control.
We arrived in Darwin around lunch time at the Free Spirit Resort which we
had booked back in Katherine. A lazy afternoon was spent at the resort
during in which time Chris discovered he had also broken a fan blade.
Heading off for dinner at the Stokes Hill Wharf we found it extremely
crowded but the food was excellent and a reasonable cost.

Sunday 13th July – Darwin
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Whilst some of the others did
their own thing, four of us headed
of to the Aviation Museum and
were very impressed with the
collection, particularly the size of
the B52 bomber. We then headed
off to inspect some of the
government buildings overlooking
the port of Darwin and toured the
oil storage tunnels underneath the
escarpment. Lunch was enjoyed at the Stokes Hill Wharf which was much
less crowded than the night before.
Following lunch we headed for the Northern Territory Museum and looked
over the displays before returning to camp to meet the others prior to
heading to Mindil Beach Markets
to watch the sunset and have a
bite to eat. The famous beer can
regatta had been held at Mindil
Beach during the day and the
crowd thankfully had cleared. The
markets are well worth the visit
with good quality merchandise
from local artists and plenty of
food.
Monday 14th July – Darwin to Mary River
After Chris purchased and new fan blade and with the assistance of Steve
fitted it to his vehicle we were away on the leg to Kakadu. We altered our
original plan and instead of heading straight to Kakadu stayed one night at
Mary River and take in the croc cruise. We understood this cruise to be
better value than The Yellow River cruises in Kakadu.
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Arriving at Mary River around 3pm just in time for the croc cruise we set up
camp in a very nice camp ground with grassy areas far enough away from the
river for the crocs not to be a nuisance.
We boarded the 25 seat punt and
headed up river and it wasn’t long
before we saw our first salty
sunning itself on the bank. A little
further upstream we came across
a freshy and saw quite a few other
crocs of varying lengths and types.
Passing a smelly bat colony we
reached the furthest extent of
the cruise before heading for home. There was plenty of birdlife around the
area. Individual dinners and a few refreshments were the order of events
before retiring.
Tuesday 15th July – Mary River to Kakadu
Away reasonably early we headed for Jabiru and purchased lunch at the
bakery which was consumed in a lovely park by the lake just near town. I
looked up Steve a member on ExplorOZ however he was out running a tour to
Jim Jim Falls.
Leaving Jabiru and doubling back for
the trip out to Ubirr Rock we
completed the walk through the
aboriginal art galleries admiring the
handiwork of these ancient artists.
We climbed up to the lookout and
gazed out over the plain in awe where
there were some burn offs taking
place in the distance. We arrived at
Coolinda Resort in Kakadu National Park late afternoon securing some
unpowered sites and set up camp. Chris and Carol drove down to Yellow
Waters to watch the sunset whilst the rest of us stayed in camp for
refreshments. We heard from Craig that he had radiator trouble at Roma
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and was running late to meet us in Kunanurra but that he would pick up one
day and only be a day late.
Wednesday 16th July – Kakadu
Up at a reasonable hour we headed to Yellow Waters to do the boardwalk
and were rewarded with views of some Magpie Geese and a freshwater croc.
We
visited
the
aboriginal
information centre to admire the
display before heading off to
Norlangie Rock for lunch and to
admire the rock art galleries. On
the way back we planned to head
out to Jim Jim falls and whilst
Chris and Carol continued on to the
falls the rest of us headed back to
camp as we thought the 4 hour
round trip would get us back to start the communal roast. We enjoyed a
relaxing swim in the large rock swimming pool before we got the camp oven
for the roast under way on gas as we weren’t allowed to have a fire.
Thursday 17th July – Kakadu to Victoria River
Leaving Kakadu we stopped at Pine Creek for
morning tea and Katherine for lunch before
heading into the spectacular Gregory National
Park and onto Victoria River arriving early
afternoon. The camp ground was just behind
the roadhouse and had the basic necessities.
There was fair bit of roadwork going on to
raise sections of road above the last flood
level which was 4m above the bridge.
Chris and Steve dropped in their yabby traps
for Cherabin and a check just before dinner
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secured two good sized specimens. We started the fire going for another
communal roast with everyone donating a few veggies as we had to get
rid of all our fruit and veggies prior to the quarantine check at the WA
border the following day.
Friday 18th July - Victoria River to Kunanurra
Steve was up early to try his hand with his fishing
rod but had no luck although the yabby traps
revealed a few more Cheribin. We stopped off at
Timber Creek for morning tea and had lunch in Keep
River National Park. The billabong had a fair number
of different bird species in residence.
Crossing the WA border Steve had to leave his much
loved pieces of ironbark that he had secured and
was keeping for woodworking. John had to dump 1kg
of honey he was carrying.
Arriving in Kunnanurra mid afternoon we set up camp at the pre booked Town
Centre Caravan Park. We attended to domestic duties of washing and
restocking fruit and veggies and relaxed for the rest of the afternoon
before individual dinners and a few refreshments. We had to share the camp
kitchen with a tour group who were being briefed for a gold mining tour to
the Old Halls Creek area.
Saturday 19th July – Kunanurra
John and I had pre booked vehicle services in town and headed off whilst
everyone else did their own thing. After lunch a couple of us headed for
Ivanhoe Ford and came across a group of Chamberlain tractors doing the
crossing. They were on their annual trip which this year was from Perth to
Darwin. My air conditioning system blew a pressure valve and it was back to
camp to check on it.
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One of the campers had caught a 1m Barramundi just near the diversion dam
flood gates but later reported it had tasted very muddy. Craig showed up
and we had a chat before he retired exhausted after the long journey to
meet us. We drove down to the area that the barra was caught to watch a
few other fishermen try their luck and then returned to camp. Dinner was a
Chinese feed at the local restaurant.
Sunday 20th July – Kunanurra
The group decided to travel to
Wyndham for a day trip and return
via Parry’s Lagoon. It was a fast
uneventful trip up the blacktop and
the view from the lookout at
Wyndham over the five river
entrances into Cambridge Gulf was
spectacular. Lunch at the pub was
a drawn out affair as it took ages
for the meals to be served.
Looking out across Cambridge Gulf we watched a small salt water crocodile
nose into the beach whilst a young koori girl was fishing and giving the croc a
wary eye.
Leaving Wyndham we headed for
Parry’s Lagoon and on the way came
across a picturesque billabong with
plenty of water lilies and birdlife
of all descriptions. We arrived
back in camp after dark and had a
late communal roast.
Monday 21st July – Kunanurra to Bungle Bungles
Paul and I were up early to source repairs to the air conditioning system and
were lucky to have it finished by 11am. Chris and Carol had headed off early
to secure lockup accommodation for their camper at Turkey Creek as it was
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reported the road into the Bungle Bungles was not suited to towing this style
of camper. In hindsight it would not have been a problem although we did
come across one trailer that had lost a wheel on the way in.
The rest of us headed off for Turkey Creek and the Bungle Bungles arriving
for a late lunch. On the way out of Turkey Creek the local constable checked
our licenses and breath tested us with no issues. It took us about 1.5 hours
to complete the journey from the entrance to the Bungle Bungles to the
campsite near the airstrip. The road was in much better condition than had
been described to us by a club member who had completed the trip in 2001.
We arrived just before dusk and set up camp at the group site that Chris
and Carrol had bagged for us. We cooked individual dinners and retired.

Tuesday 22nd July – Bungle Bungles
Up at a reasonable hour we headed for Cathedral Gorge for the walk up the
gorge through the domes. The vista was absolutely spectacular as we wended
our way along the dry creek bed arriving at Cathedral Gorge mid morning.
We had previously booked a half hour
helicopter ride over the Bungle
Bungles and headed to the airstrip for
the trip. The bone knuckle trip was
awe inspiring and well worth the cost.
The chopper flight does the Bungle
Bungles much better justice than
walking can do.
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The afternoon we spent lazing around camp prior to starting the communal
roast for dinner.
Wednesday 23rd July – Bungle Bungles to Fitzroy Crossing
Traveling back to the main road took about the same time as it took to come
in and once back on the blacktop we had an uneventful trip to Fitzroy
Crossing stopping off at Halls Creek for lunch and fuel.
Arriving at the Fitzroy River Lodge
nestled on the banks of the
Fitzroy River we booked in and set
up camp. Taking a stroll down to
the river I found it flowing with a
small amount of water.

Thursday 24th July – Fitzroy Crossing to Winjana Gorge
Away at a reasonable hour we headed to Geikie
Gorge for the hour long boat trip and marveled at
the colours in the gorge also sighting some fresh
water crocs sunning themselves on the banks. Not
as many as the previous year as it was early
morning and they stay in the water until it warms
up later in the day.
Leaving Geikie Gorge it was a fairly short run to
Winjana Gorge and we stopped off along the way
to explore Tunnel Creek where a small stream has
carved a tunnel through the limestone ridge which
extends for many, many kilometers.
Arriving at Winjana Gorge late afternoon we set up camp in the campground
and lazed around for the rest of the afternoon prior to dinner and
refreshments. AJ the local ranger came around to check on our passes and
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we had some lively discussion with him on various subjects. He is a real
character.
Friday 25th July – Winjana Gorge to Silent Grove
Prior to leaving Winjana Gorge I
took an early morning stroll through
the gorge which is breathtaking in
its beauty. A small river wends its
way through the gorge and is
frequented by freshwater
crocodiles which come up onto the
banks when it warms up. The crocs
can be approached to about a meter
and a half before they dart back
into the water so it afforded some excellent photo opportunities. There was
also a colony of bats in residence well up the gorge.
On the leg to Silent Grove we turned on to the Gibb River Road with
trepidation recalling some of the stories we had heard but found it in pretty
good condition with only a few patches of medium corrugations.
We arrived at Silent Grove set up
camp and drove the short distance
to Bell Gorge for a well earned
swim. A lovely rock pool sits above
a spectacular waterfall. Following
the walk back over numerous
boulders we headed to camp for
dinner.

Saturday 26th July – Silent Grove to Drysdale River Station
Heading up the Gibb River Road we stopped at Adcock Gorge and took the
short walk to the magnificent plunge pool and waterfall. We also stopped at
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Galvan’s Gorge for a swim in another of these stunning plunge pools and
waterfall.
The road from the Gibb to Drysdale River had just been graded and was
very smooth for which we were thankful. Mid afternoon and we arrived at
Drysdale River station and set up camp near the
homestead. The camp ground had lovely amenities
set up as a number of individual tiled bathrooms.
The public phone is a classic housed in an old
refridgerator.
Acquainting ourselves with the bar we enjoyed a few
refreshments before dinner and a few more
refreshments afterwards warming ourselves around
the large communal camp fire. The night was fairly
cold as the station is quite high up in the ranges.

Sunday 27th July – Drysdale River Station to Honeymoon Bay
Leaving Drysdale River station at a reasonable hour we continued up the
Kalumburu Road finding it in good condition with a small number of sections
of corrugations although Chris broke the bracket supporting his sub tank
the same as John had done earlier in the trip.
Arriving at Kalumburu mid afternoon we passed a temporary army camp on
the way to Honeymoon Bay. The army engineers were building a health clinic
and completing some other work for the indigenous community. Honeymoon
Bay is a fairly rough camp with basic facilities but is very scenic.
We set ourselves up on the beach
being a little wary as we were told a
large saltwater croc had been cruising
the beach for the previous few of
days. A trap had been set but the
croc hadn’t been caught. We lazed
around for the rest of the afternoon
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prior to dinner. At low tide yabby traps were set before we retired to see if
anything was about to be used for live bait.
Monday 28th July – Honeymoon Bay
I was up early to drop in a line using a beach rod and some of the others
joined me. Out off the beach we spotted what looked like a piece of floating
wood. Training the binoculars
identified the shape of a cruising
crocodile about 4m long. It was
slowly edging its way towards
where John was fishing so he
moved away and it lost interest.
The tide was on the way out and
we had no luck.
At low tide the traps were
checked and only yielded the skeleton of a small fish. Most likely a cuttlefish
or squid had a feed. We walked out to the point through very soft sand to
check for oysters. Most bagged a good haul finding the secret was that the
oysters were hidden on the underside of rocks and were revealed when the
rocks were turned over.
We lazed around camp for the rest of the afternoon and I tried my luck
with the fishing rod again without any luck. The communal roast was started
early as we had arranged for a guided crabbing trip with young Les who was
the nephew of the owner. After a quick dinner we piled into Chris’s vehicle
for the short drive out to the bay where the crabs were to be found. Armed
with spears made by old Les the owner using mostly traditional methods with
wooden shafts and steel tips we arrived at our destination. After a slow
start and sightings of squid and stingrays, while always looking out for the
red glows of croc eyes, we bagged about 10 good sized muddies. Heading
back to camp young Les cooked them over a BBQ and we had a scrumptious
feed.
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Tuesday 29th July – Honeymoon Bay to Mitchell Falls
Breaking camp we headed for Kalumburu topping up our supplies and then
heading to Mitchell Falls. On the way Craig ruptured a brake line and it had
to be crimped off before we could continue. Turning onto the Mitchell Falls
Road we stopped off at King Edward River for lunch on this lovely stretch of
water. About 30km up the Mitchell Falls Road the corrugations deteriorated
dramatically slowing us right down. I smelt a burnt oil smell through the air
conditioner vents and after a lengthly investigation found the source of oil
leaking from near the CV. This determined that the front passenger side
shock had leaked and I nursed the vehicle to Mitchell Falls.
Chris had elected to tow his camper however found the going too rough and
after blowing the shocks on the camper headed back to King Edward River.
The rest of us arrived at Mitchell Falls and set up camp not surprised that
there weren’t many people about because of the road conditions. We leant
that the grader had been bogged so had not done much more work than we
had heard earlier at Drysdale River station. An inspection of my shock
determined it had not been completely
destroyed and still seemed to be
working although oozing oil.
Whilst relaxing after dinner an owl
flew in to roost in a tree overhead
before spotting some prey and took
off.

Wednesday 30th July – Mitchell Falls
We all elected to do the 3km walk to the falls and catch a chopper back to
camp taking the slightly longer Mud crab flight. The walk mostly down hill
passed through some great waterholes along the way with aboriginal art
adorning some of the cave walls. We had a cooling dip in one of the pools at
the base of a waterfall.
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Arriving at the magnificent Mitchell
Falls we looked around marveling at
the four tiers of waterfalls which
must look even more spectacular in
the wet. We cooled off in the river
above the falls whilst waiting for our
chopper ride back. The chopper is by
far the best option to take in the awe
inspiring grandeur of the area.
While above the falls another
chopper flew in from a boat on an
8 day cruise up the coast, the fare
being around $10,000, way out of
our price range.
Whilst the others lazed around
camp for the afternoon I spent
the time down at Merten's River
close by where there was a nice waterhole chatting to a couple from
Melbourne on a trip around Australia.
This was Craig’s last night with us so to mark the occasion we shucked three
dozen oysters from Honeymoon Bay Steve had kept in his fridge. We
enjoyed the large morsels with a selection of cheeses and either wine or
beer to wash it all down followed by individual dinners.
Thursday 31st July – Mitchell Falls to Drysdale River Station
Craig was away early and we followed some time later, taking it easy, back
down the Mitchell Falls Road. We stopped off at a location just before King
Edward River where we had been told there was some excellent aboriginal
art and marveled at how distinct it still was compared to other examples we
had seen.
We arrived back at Drysdale River Station mid afternoon finding Chris
already there and booked in to the campsite and also booked in for dinner at
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the restaurant. The dinner was very nice being a selection to two soups, two
mains and two deserts. I elected for the lamb shank and veggies followed by
mud cake and ice-cream washed down with a nice red.
After dinner we adjourned to the communal fire and chatted to some bull
catchers who had a contract in the area and also a truck driver taking a load
from Broome to Mitchell Falls for one of the tour companies. We wished him
well on that atrocious road.
Friday 1st August – Drysdale River Station to Turkey Creek
Packing up we left Drysdale River Station ensuring we had enough fuel to get
us along the Munja Track to Walcott Inlet out of Mt Elizabeth station and
then back to Mt Barnett.
The Kalumburu Road and Gibb River Road were negotiated without any drama
and we arrived at Mt Elizabeth just before lunch time. Chris elected to leave
his camper at the station whilst the others decided to carry on with their
campers after advice from the station. We paid our fees for entry to the
station and for also a maintenance fee for Bush Safaris to maintain the
track.
Heading off we stopped at a lovely creek crossing for lunch and having fairly
detailed track notes from Bushtrack Safaris with waypoints for various
points of interest we stopped to view the ‘Dulux Gallery’.
We were told this gallery had been a recent failed experiment to continue
the age old tradition of rock painting by a new generation of aborigines.
Unfortunately the paining had been completed over some of the old art.
We negotiated the very rough Magpie
Jump up and came across fellow travelers
Peter and Denise in their Patrol ute
towing a camper resting at a nasty angle
in a huge wash away at the bottom of the
jump up. With directions from Steve, I
was able to snatch Peter out with a
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couple of pulls and he only had a couple of dents down the side of his vehicle.
They told us they were friends of the camp hosts and were carrying urgent
supplies of a dozen bottles of champagne. These were still intact much to
their relief.
It was getting late so we set up camp at Turkey Creek just before dusk and
our new found friends joined us. A quick dip in 2” of water in the creek
before dinner was nice and invigorating.
Saturday 2nd August – Turkey Creek to Bachsten Camp
Breaking camp Steve found his two
front shocks, installed new just
before the trip, were leaking oil and
Ross found his drivers side lower
control arm anchor point bent. Steve
tried straightening the control arm
with a winch pull but was unsuccessful.

We stopped to view another art gallery which was original and also the
Jameson Arch in the Caroline Ranges. Negotiating many sharp steep creek
crossings we stopped at Pearson Creek for morning tea and then came down
the Bachsten Jump up meeting another fellow traveler on his way out. He
kindly waited until we were all down before heading up the jump up.
Just before Bachsten Camp we spotted some more unmarked rock art which
was very faded just before arriving at the camp for lunch. Most of us
elected to stay at this camp with its
excellent bush amenities and do day
trips whilst Chris and Carol moved
onto Calder River so they were in
striking distance of Walcott Inlet.
After setting up camp and whilst
some had a nice shower I elected to
have a quick dip at the swimming
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hole. Our camp hosts made sure we were happily set up supplying us with
firewood for the night. This bush camp had been set up by Bushtrack
Safaris for their tour vehicles and tag along's but was also available to other
travelers at $10 a person per night. The amenities were pretty good seeing
as this was such a remote location. Bushtrack Safaris have their operation
including Bachsten Camp up for sale after 20 years. If there is not a buyer
the operation will be closed down and Mt Elizabeth will not maintain the
tracks as they are on crown land.
We had a communal dinner of spaghetti pasta cooked in a large frying pan
with everyone pitching in to help. This was followed by damper cooked over
some hot coals from the fire in a Bedourie camp oven spread with either jam
or honey and washed down with whatever took our fancy.
Sunday 3rd August – Bachsten Camp
Whilst Steve cleaned out one of the
drawers in the rear of his vehicle which
had a spillage of fruit juice and milk we
decided to do the walk from camp to
the Honeycomb caves about a kilometer
away. On the way we viewed some nice
rock art and a couple of well developed
bower birds nests from previous
seasons. The caves were amazing with slender pillars
supporting a huge lump of rock overhead creating
the roof of the honeycomb cave system.
Arriving back at camp Steve had finished his cleanup
job and we packed lunch and headed for Wren
Gorge. We had lunch before descending into the
gorge for a swim in the large plunge pool below a
lovely waterfall. There was some indigenous art in
the vicinity.
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Leaving the gorge we headed for the Calder River and the lily pond finding
Chris had set up camp at this location and having caught some live bait had
lines set hoping for a big one.
We headed back to camp and stoked up the fire for a communal roast
followed by spotted dog made to a modified recipe. Refreshments in camp
were getting light so we had to start rationing ourselves.
Monday 4th August – Bachsten Camp to Mount Elizabeth
Chris arrived from the Calder River
and we headed back to Mount
Elizabeth station on this slow leg
taking just on 7 hours for the 150km.
We stopped for lunch at Turkey Creek
for lunch. Ross had been off the fags
for a number of weeks so to celebrate
John made a large roll your own.
We arrived at the station just before dusk and set up camp. There were
already quite a number of campers in residence but still plenty of room. We
set a fire in one of the fireplaces using wood available from a huge woodpile
in the campground and had individual meals.
Tuesday 5th August – Mt Elizabeth to Mornington
Breaking camp and heading off we stopped at Mt Barnett to fuel up and
headed south turning off at the Mt House Rd for Mornington Wilderness
Camp. We stopped at the start of the road at the communication booth to
check on the availability of accommodation. Only 50 vehicles are allowed in
at any one time and once the quota is reached each day any others are
turned away.
We were in luck and proceeded the 80km of good dirt road to the camp.
Campsites set off the road in the bush on Annie Creek with a good amenities
block and a cafe within walking distance of our camp. The café did meals for
the safari camp and anyone else who booked.
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Birdlife was in abundance with crimson
finches showing their brilliant plumage
however the elusive Gouldian finch was not
to be seen. Steve helped out a fellow
traveler we had passed on the way in
repair two punctures and we then had some
refreshments at the cafe before dinner
back at camp.
Wednesday 6th August - Mornington
Whilst Chris and Carol headed off to Dimond Gorge for a canoe trip the rest
of us headed to Sir John Gorge and I had a quick dip in this child unfriendly
swimming area. Heading back to the vehicles we came across a small lizard
that wasn’t scared of us taking photos up very close.
We then headed for Cadjeput Hole for lunch and a swim in a section of the
Fitzroy River which had nice shallow sandy banks and was great for the kids.
Mid afternoon we headed back to camp to prepare another communal roast
using the camp provided BBQ grill for heat.
Thursday 7th August – Mornington to Derby
The trip to Derby was uneventful as we
passed through the spectacular Leopold
Ranges and finally hit bitumen before
arriving in Derby just after lunch. We
passed one of the many grass fires we saw
on the trip.
We had planned to stay at Birdwood Downs just out of Derby on
recommendation from a fellow traveler but found it closed due to the
owners being out fighting bush fires.
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Luckily Chris and Carol who had traveled ahead had secured accommodation
for us at the Kimberly Entrance Caravan Park. We set up camp and headed
out to the wharf for a look around before a very late lunch. Stocking up our
depleted food supplies we then relaxed in camp for the rest of the
afternoon.
Friday 8th August – Derby to Broome
The short trip down the blacktop had us in Broome before lunch and we set
up camp in the Palm Grove Caravan Park which we had booked 2 moths
earlier. We must have been lucky as we were told the park was already
booked out for the following year. This park is popular as it is within walking
distance from Cable Beach.
We had lunch al fresco in the café at Town
Beach and did some more shopping before
relaxing in camp for the rest of the
afternoon. After dinner whilst the rest of
the crew stayed in camp Ross and I headed
to the pub for a few refreshments and
listen to the band.
Saturday 9th August – Broome
John and I were up early as we had booked our in cars for a service at the
Toyota dealer who was within walking distance of the town centre. A tasty
breakfast of bacon and eggs had us well prepared for the short walk to the
local markets that had been set up around the courthouse. Much local
produce and art was available for sale and we watched the crowd pass by.
Towards lunch the crowd thinned as the Broome Cup which is the largest
social event for the year was on. Our cars were ready around lunch time and
we headed for the museum finding it closed because of the cup.
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We had lunch at Town Beach again before heading out to the wharf and

Ganthaume Point to look around before heading back to camp to prepare
another communal roast.
I dropped in to say G’day to Bob and Bev who were ex Triple Diamond
members and were staying in the same caravan park for 3 weeks. We all
walked over to Cable Beach to watch the sun set whilst the roast roasted.
Sunday 10th August – Broome
We had a look around China Town and the Pearl Luggers before heading for
the museum but found it closed again. After lunch again at Town Beach we
ran into a couple of guys who had just come to town for work. William was a
surgeon and Duncan a aircraft maintenance engineer. Duncan was from Papua
New Guinea and told us some interesting stories of his home town in the
highlands.
Driving down to the north section of
cable beach for a run along the sand we
returned just as the camels were being
prepared for the evening ride. We
returned to camp and booked dinner at
the café for the group with Bob and
Bev joining us.
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Monday 11th August – Broome – Cape Leveque
Ross had previously booked his vehicle in for a new windscreen after a small
chip had run right across the glass so we left Broome around 10am. The run
to Cape Leveque was pretty good with only 80km of dirt out of the 200km.
We stopped off at Beagle Bay and visited
the Catholic church which has an alter
encrusted with pearl shells. Arriving at
Cape Leveque around lunch time we set up
camp on powered sites in a sheltered
area on the point which was around 500
metres wide between both sides of the
ocean.
The afternoon was spent looking around the immediate vicinity which was
very picturesque. Some of our group booked sightseeing plane flights whilst
we booked a tinny for the next day. A fellow traveler, Alan, who had been in
camp for 6 weeks returned from a days fishing and offered us a quarter of a
23kg Spanish Mackerel. It was
accepted with gratitude and Paul put
his butchering skills to good use by
filleting the large fish.
We enjoyed the fish for dinner and
it was very tasty and watched an
amazing sunset from the cliffs
adjacent to camp with whales
silhouetted on the ocean transfixing us. One of our group had heard there
were some 600 whales in the vicinity of Broome as this is the most northern
point of their journey from the Southern Ocean.
Tuesday 12th August – Cape Leveque
The morning was spent lazing around camp prior to Ross heading off for his
plane flight. John had been bumped to the next day.
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We rendezvoused with Eric the hire boat owner at the boat ramp. He was on
Kimberly time and was a hour late.
We had received a heads up on where
to fish from Alan and headed out to
the mark we were given trolling lures.
Looking for feeding birds we didn’t
spot any.
Heading south we passed around an island which was named shark alley,
because if you hooked up a fish the sharks would get it before you could land
it. Still we had no luck so we tried bottom bouncing and didn’t catch anything.
Returning back north we spotted a flock of feeding gulls and headed for the
boiling water. I got a strike and whilst the others pulled in their lines the
20kg braided line tore off the spool at a tremendous rate. I applied the drag
but could not halt the fish and it kept going braking the line.
We saw plenty more schools of fish however could not get across them fast
enough to get a hook up and headed back to shore empty handed. Luckily we
had a communal roast to make up for our lack of fish.
Wednesday 13th August – Cape Leveque
A lazy day was spent in camp with fishing and
swimming. I couldn’t catch any fish so unable to
beat the fish joined them with goggles, snorkel and
fins. There were many tropical fish swimming about
and some soft coral which was very colourful.
Another fisherman returned home with an 18kg
Cobia (Black Kingfish) so we again had fish for
dinner which again was generously donated to us. A
group of bike riders who were on a charity run
from Cairns to Broome arrived and a side of the
fish was given to them.
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Thursday 14th August - Cape Leveque
Whilst Steve and family and John took joy flights we headed to One Arm
Point. After obtaining our permit we drove down to the boat ramp and
noticed the entrails of a turtle which had been slaughtered washed up on the
shore. A number of Lemon and Reef
Sharks were milling around in the
shallows having had a good feed. A
Brahminy Kite was also retrieving its
share as were other sea birds.
Heading for the hatchery where fish
and sea life were on display in tanks
we viewed the specimens.
A couple of workers were polishing Trochous
shells for sale having procured some of them
from customs after they had been
confiscated from Indonesian fisherman
illegally fishing in Australian waters.
We headed back to camp and I had another
swim and snorkel followed by coffee and
pastries at the café.
After dusk Alan returned with two good sized
Mackerel, one weighing at 28.5kg. He was
again very generous again giving us a good
sized portion. We had fish for dinner again.
Friday 15th August – Cape Leveque to Mary River
Bidding farewell to Cape Leveque and Chris who was staying on, wishing we
had time to do the same, we headed south and out the back road to the
Great Northern Road. This road was an excellent dirt road and saved us
150km as we didn’t have to travel back to Broome.
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Heading for Fitzroy Crossing we decided to push on stopping at Mary Pool
for the night. John decided to continue on for Halls creek wanting to pick up
a day.
Saturday 16th August – Mary River to Top Springs
Braking camp early we headed for Halls Creek turning off down the Duncan
Highway rather than the Tanami Road due to the condition of the vehicles.
The section of road through Old Halls
Creek and Palm Springs was very
picturesque and much better than the
Tanami having done it the year
before. We pushed on through
Kalkarindji which was closed for
Saturday afternoon and onto Top
Springs stopping at the roadhouse to
camp. Dinner was enjoyed at the hotel
together with a few refreshments.
Sunday 17th August – Top Springs to Barkly Homestead
Away early again after bacon and eggs at the pub we traveled on good dirt to
the Stuart Highway coming out near Dunmarra where we stopped for
morning tea at the roadhouse. Heading south we turned off at Three Ways
and along the Barkly Highway to the Barkly Homestead where we set up
camp and enjoyed their roast pork for dinner.
Monday 18th August – Barkly Homestead to Mt Isa
Away early again for a short run to Mt Isa so Steve could have his exhaust
system repaired by the fellow who originally installed it we arrived around
lunchtime and set up camp. Whilst Steve had his exhaust done we restocked
with fresh supplies. The rest of the afternoon was spent lazing around camp.
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Tuesday 19th August – Mt Isa to Longreach
An early start saw us heading for Longreach via Cloncurry and Winton on the
blacktop. We passed numerous road trains and road kill of all descriptions.
Mostly roos but also birds feeding that had been too slow to take off. There
were quite a few wedge tail eagles amongst the casualties. We stayed at the
Gunadoo Caravan Park and cooked our own dinners.
Wednesday 20th August – Longreach to Cunamulla
Steve and Ross decided that they would keep to our original schedule of
arriving home Thursday so we decided to push through to Cunamulla. We
traveled via Barcaldine, Blackall and
Charleville. At Barcaldine we had
morning tea at the bakery and Steve
and Paul reckoned the sausage rolls
were some of the best they had
tasted. We were stopped in our tracks
by a herd of cattle on the stock
route.
We stopped for lunch at the Woolscourer at Blackall and had a look around
also stopping at the black stump. Arriving at the Cunamulla Caravan Park
before dusk we set up camp. Dinner around the campfire was cooked by a
local identity on an old wood fired stove. Dinner consisted of chicken soup
followed by slow cooked roast lamb chops and veggies finished off with apple
crumble ice cream and custard and all for a reasonable price. I had a chat to
Bob (Bobo from the ExplorOZ forum) who was staying at the caravan park
with his wife who was a doctor working temporarily at the hospital.
Thursday 21st August – Cunnamulla to Orange
Steve and Ross got away at about 4am announcing there departure with a
blast on Steve’s air horns and we returned to sleep only to wake up early for
our own departure via Bourke, Nyngan and Dubbo to Orange. We treated
ourselves to motel rooms at Orange, our first proper bed on the whole trip
and had pizza for dinner.
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Friday 22nd August – Orange to Home
We were away early again heading into a southerly cold front with the
possibility of snow predicted later in the day on the mountains. Under
darkening clouds we crossed the mountains into light rain which increased
steadily the closer we got to home. This was our only rain on the trip apart
from a couple of drops near Darwin. We arrived home just before lunch.
Epilogue
Our route covered some 16,000km over 2 months with no serious damage to
vehicles sustained. Many minor and running repairs were required to all the
vehicles.
Thanks to Paul for obtaining most of the meat including all the roasts and
also cooking most of them. Steve and Craig also contributed by helping out
on the mechanical side. John did his bit by providing a number of bottles of
port. The rest of us helped out where we could.
The Kimberly is another iconic destination that is a must for the 4WD
enthusiast and although most of the trip could have been done in an AWD or
2WD some of the remote locations and river crossings would have stopped a
low clearance vehicle. Most of the two day stopovers could have had an extra
day to see everything at the destinations however regular single day
stopovers and some longer ones broke the monotony of driving every day. We
found two months from the east coast is probably the minimum time to do
this area justice. My next big trip being the Canning Stock Route in 2009 is
in the planning stage.
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